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Abstract

The shift in the empirical literature from the traditional low-return ex-

planation of limited foreign direct investment (FDI) in certain developing

countries to a focus on country risk has been largely ad hoc and unsup-

ported by a theoretical framework. In addition, the majority of empirical

studies implicitly assume that countries are independent. By solving the

mean-variance optimisation problem of foreign investors taking global and

regional business cycle e¤ects into account, the model implies that FDI is

driven by the risk-adjusted rate of return. Moreover, the model highlights

the need to be very precise in the de�nition of both return and risk. First,

local return should be adjusted for the risk premiums required by investors

to compensate for global and regional covariance risk. Second, the relevant

risk measure should be idiosyncratic risk rather than overall risk, since the

latter overstates country risk by including structural and systematic com-

ponents. Our empirical results �nd that FDI in�ows are indeed driven by

the risk-adjusted rate of return and that there is a positive net bene�t from

global integration. Also, Asian and African countries seem to bene�t from

their regional location.

�I am grateful for the valulable comments by Carl-Johan Dalgaard and Heino Bohn Nielsen.
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1 Introduction

While a large part of the empirical literature on FDI has focussed mainly on the

traditional low-return explanation of limited FDI in�ows to certain developing

countries, more recent studies have attempted to control for the risk of investing

abroad. The importance of risk stems from the fact that, in the face of the uncer-

tainty connected to foreign investments, the objective of investors is to maximise

the expected return on their investment. This means that in addition to the rate

of return, the variance of return becomes a critical element in the investment deci-

sion. Recent empirical studies have therefore included various economic, political

and commercial risk measures but the selection of risk proxies has been largely ad

hoc an unfounded in economic theory.

Moreover, most empirical papers implicitly assume that countries are indepen-

dent. However, an important feature of the world economy is the increased global

and regional integration due to intensi�ed trade and investment relations among

countries. The increased integration of countries is likely to give rise to increased

business cycle synchronisation and such systematic patterns in the covariance of

returns should be incorporated in the investor�s optimisation problem.

This paper o¤ers a theoretical framework for FDI that takes both return and

risk into account, and which applies global and regional factors to model the in-

terdependence between countries. This framework allows us to decompose total

risk into covariance risk and idiosyncratic risk. Covariance risk can be de�ned as

the variance in a country�s return that is caused by common global and regional

factors.1 The global factor captures movements in the underlying forces that drive

the economies (i.e. oil price shocks, productivity shocks, interest rate shocks, etc.).

On the other hand, shocks that a¤ect adjacent countries owing to similarities in

production, export and trade structures would be captured by the regional fac-

tor. Idiosyncratic risk, on the other hand, is what remains after having adjusted

for both structural and systematic components of total risk. Changes in macro-

1Systematic risk and undiversi�able risk have both been used in the literature as synonyms for
covariance risk. However, these terms rely on the existence of costless diversi�cation opportunities
and on the existence of a large market portfolio. The de�nition of covariance risk applied in this
paper does not, and it continues to be relevant even when the investor invests only in a few
countries and where there are certain entrance costs. See Cochrane (2001), Chapter 7.
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economic policy implementation, internal con�icts or structural changes a¤ecting

return in a particular country will be captured by the idiosyncratic risk factor.

Overall, our theoretical model predicts that FDI in�ows are driven by the

risk-adjusted rate of return. Moreover, once we take the interdependence between

countries into account, we must be very careful in our de�nition of both return

and risk. First, return should include the spillovers from the global and regional

investment climate. Second, country risk should be adjusted for covariance risk

in order to get a more precise measure of idiosyncratic risk since ignoring such

systematic comovements in returns exaggerates the measure of country risk.

We test the implications of our structural model on the net �ow of FDI into a

cross-section of 60 developing countries. We �nd that FDI in�ows are driven by the

risk adjusted rate of return only when we obtain a precise measure of idiosyncratic

risk; that is once we control for both global and regional covariance risk. We also

�nd that there is a relatively large and positive net e¤ect from global integration

On the regional level, there is a positive net e¤ect of being located in Asia and

(to a lesser extent) in Africa. In Latin America, on the other hand, the regional

return component is exactly balanced by the risk premium and there is thus no

net e¤ect of being located in this region. The results are robust to the correction

for the possible bidirectional relationship between FDI and growth.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarises the theoretical argu-

ments for global and regional business cycle synchronisation. Section 3 solves the

investor�s optimisation problem using a mean-variance optimisation framework un-

der three di¤erent scenarios of interdependence between alternative FDI locations:

no correlation (the traditional view), the presence of a global factor in a country�s

return (global business cycle) and, lastly, the coexistence of a global and regional

component in the country returns (global and regional business cycles). Section 4

sets out the econometric modelling of the FDI relation and tests the implications

of the structural model based on the risk measures derived in Sunesen (2006).

Finally, Section 5 summarises and concludes.
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2 Global and Regional Business Cycles

The phenomenon of globalisation, the rising economic and �nancial integration

of the world economy, has received tremendous attention in recent years. The

increased globalisation is likely to have given rise to comovements in economic

aggregates and thus to business cycle e¤ects.

The leading explanation for business-cycle synchronisation is (bilateral and

total) trade, which captures the �ow of technological transmission and the extent

to which a country is exposed to global shocks.2 However, as pointed out by

Frankel and Rose (1998) and Heathcote and Perri (2002), among others, one could

also expect increased trade to result in increased sectoral specialisation (through

returns to scale, etc.). If the primary business cycle shocks are sector-speci�c,

then countries with greater similarity in sectoral structures and exports would tend

to have more correlated business cycles, other things equal. This means that if

adjacent countries have more similar industrial structure, export good composition

or initial endowments (human capital, physical capital, arable land, etc.) one might

expect regional business cycle comovement.

Figure A1-A3 in the Appendix suggest that there are regional similarities in

the distribution of wealth (important to the income-generating process), in the

composition of natural capital (suggestive of initial endowments) and in the distri-

bution of economic activity (correlated with industrial structures) that might give

rise to regional business cycle synchronisation due to asymmetric shocks to world

prices - �uctuations in the prices of primary, capital and intermediate goods, and

in the world real interest rate.3

Figure A1 shows the regional distribution of wealth divided into natural cap-

ital, produced capital and intangible capital. Wealth in African countries stems

mainly from natural capital whereas intangible capital adds up to more than half

of total wealth in Latin America and Asia. Figure A2 shows the composition

2Another frequently referenced explanation is �nancial integration but in light of the poorly
developed �nancial markets in most developing countries we focus on the trade mechanism. We
refer to Baxter and Kouparitsas (2004) for further references on the many potential explanations
of business cycle comovement.

3Interest rate disturbances might cause signi�cant business cycle �uctuations in highly in-
debted countries, the so-called HIPC countries, most of which are located in Sub-Saharan Africa
and Latin America.
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of natural capital wealth. The non-renewable subsoil resources are particularly

important in Latin America but weigh less heavily in Africa and Asia. Forested

areas account for a large share of natural capital in Africa while dependency on

land is strongest in Asia. Finally, Figure A3 depicts the distribution of economic

activity. While more than a quarter of the income generated in Africa and Asia

stems from agriculture, hunting, forestry and �shing, the number is only 15% in

Latin America. Finally, while the three regions have comparable levels of economic

activity in the mining, construction and transport sectors, African manufacturing

is largely underdeveloped compared with Latin America and Asia.

Together the data presented here suggest that we should expect both global

and regional business cycle synchronisation. This is supported by a vast amount of

empirical evidence. Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003) �nd that there is a distinct

global business cycle that accounts for a large fraction of business-cycle variability

in developed countries, whereas regional and idiosyncratic factors are more impor-

tant in developing economies. The �nding of a global business cycle is supported

by Albuquerque, Loayza and Servén (2002), while Baxter and Kouparitsas (2004)

and IMF (2005, Chapter 2) �nd evidence of regional business cycle comovement.

3 A Theoretical Model of Risk and Return

The presence of common global and regional factors in local returns means that

there will be some systematic pattern in the covariance of returns that the investor

can exploit in order to get a more precise measure of return and risk. The theo-

retical model builds on the mean-variance portfolio model associated particularly

with Tobin (1958, 1965) and Markowitz (1952). The model assumes that multi-

national enterprises (MNEs) estimate the expected pro�tability of choices among

risky assets by looking at the mean and variance provided by combinations of those

assets.4

4This only leads to expected utility maximisation if investor�s utility function depends only
on the means and the variance of wealth (quadratic utility function) and if returns are normally
distributed.
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3.1 The Optimisation Problem

We make two simplifying assumptions that make the optimisation framework suit-

able for the investment decision of MNEs. First, direct investors typically have a

relatively long investment horizon, where the entry decision comes �rst and where

the investor then adjusts the size of his investment according to the expected

pro�tability of investment in the particular country. Empirically, this means that

FDI in�ows in some periods might become negative, which will happen if dividend

payment from the host country to the source country is higher than the invest-

ments made in that year. In �nancial terms this means that we allow for "short

sales". This assumption also ensures that all countries are in the portfolio; some

will be held long (receive positive amounts of net FDI) and others will be held

short (receive negative amounts of net FDI).

Second, we assume that there is riskless lending and borrowing. This assump-

tion can be justi�ed by the fact that the majority of foreign investors are large-scale

MNEs that come from industrialised countries with highly developed capital mar-

kets. Relative to investing in developing countries where the risk of investment is

so much higher, assuming that there is riskless lending and borrowing at the world

interest rate is probably not a bad approximation.

Under the assumption of risk-less lending and borrowing, the tangency portfolio

is the optimal portfolio of risky assets that is preferred to all other portfolios, see

Elton et al. (2003, Chapter 6). According to Sharpe (1963) the optimal portfolio

is then the portfolio with the greatest ratio of excess return (expected return

minus the risk-free rate) to standard deviation that satis�es that the sum of the

proportions invested in the country equals 1. Substituting the constraint into the

objective function means that we can solve the problem by maximising the Sharpe

Ratio (SR):

max
x
SR =

NX
i=1

xi( �Ri �Rf )

[

NX
i=1

x2i�
2
i +

NX
i=1

NX
j=1;j 6=i

xixj�ij]
1
2

, (1)

where xi is the share of FDI going to country i, �Ri is the expected rate of return to
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investment in country i, Rf is the riskless rate of return (the world interest rate),

�2i is the variance of return to investment in country i, and �ij is the covariance

between returns in country i and country j. Setting the derivative with respect to

xm equal to zero and rearranging yields

dSR

dxm
= �[�xm�2m +

NX
j=1;j 6=m

�xj�mj)] + ( �Ri �Rf ) = 0, (2)

where

� =

NX
i=1

xi( �Ri �Rf )

NX
i=1

x2i�
2
i +

NX
i=1

NX
j=i

xixj�ij

=
�Rp �Rf
�2(Rp)

, (3)

and �Rp is the expected return on the portfolio and �2(Rp) is the variance of Rp.

De�ning Zm = �xm and substituting it for �xm yields a system of N simultaneous

equations for N unknown variables (Zm):

�Ri �Rf = Zm�2m +
NX

j=1;j 6=m

Zj�mj; m = 1; :::; N . (4)

3.2 Adjusting for Global and Regional Interdependence

In an optimisation model of N countries the analyst must provide estimates of N

expected returns, N variances of returns and N(N�1)=2 covariances of return. To
simplify the problem, we utilise the empirical observation of global and regional

interdependence summarised in the previous section to formulate index models

that will provide a structural solution of the model.5 We show here the derivations

for the multi-index model since the single-index model follows directly. To our

knowledge this paper is the �rst to o¤er an explicit solution of a multi-index model.

In constructing the indices we make the identifying assumption that countries are

5Index models have frequently been used to simplify the nature of interdependence between
countries; see among others Rajan and Friedman (1997), Kose, Otrok and Whiteman (2003),
and Albuquerque, Loayza and Servén (2002).
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small relative to the world economy, which implies that local factors may have a

global component but that the reverse is not true. Also, we assume that countries

are small relative to the regional economy and therefore that local factors may

have a regional component but that the reverse is not true.

The multi-index model assumes that returns move together partly because of

economy wide changes and partly because of their belonging to a regional sub-

group.6 Let ! be an index of global market performance de�ned as ! = �! + "!
where �! is the global rate of return and "! captures global shocks. By symme-

try, let � k be the index of regional market performance de�ned as � k = ��k + "�k ,

where ��k is the regional return and "�k captures regional shocks in region k, k 2 K
where K is the set of regions. We can now de�ne the rate of return to investment

in country i as

Ri = �i + �i!! +
KX
k=1

�i�kIik� k + ui, (5)

where �i is the country-speci�c rate of return, and �i! is the degree of global

integration, �i�k is the degree of the degree of regional integration, and I�{k is an

indicator of regional belonging that takes on the value one if country i belongs to

region k and zero otherwise.

While a multi-index model of this kind can be employed directly, the model

would have some very convenient mathematical properties if the indexes were or-

thogonal, E(!��!)(� k���k) = E["!"�k ] = 0, and if the residual was uncorrelated
with two indexes, E[ui(!��!)] = E[ui"!] = 0 and E[ui(� k���k)] = E[ui"�k ] = 0.7

Under these assumptions total risk can be expressed as

�2i = �
2
i!�

2
! +

KX
k=1

�2i�kIik�
2
�k
+ �2ui, (6)

where �2! is the variance of global return, and �
2
�k
is the variance of return in

6There might be other reasons why one could observe covariance in the returns to investment
in two countries. Examples could be important common trading partners, high dependence on
a similar export product, natural resource abundance, climatic zones, etc. We will ignore these
factors for now.

7In the Cohen and Pogue (1967) notation, this means that we apply the multi-index model
in its diagonal form.
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region k. This formulation ensures that total risk can be decomposed into global

and regional covariance risk, �2i!�
2
! and �

2
i�k
�2�k , as well as idiosyncratic risk, �

2
ui
.

Substituting for �2i and �ij in (4) and solving for Zi yields

Zi =
1

�2ui
[( �Ri �Rf )� �i!C�! �

KX
k=1

�i�kIikC
�
�k
], (7)

where C�! = �
2
!

PN
j=1 Zj�j! and C

�
�k
=
PN

j=1 Zj�j�k�
2
�k
.

3.3 Implications

Scenario 1. If there is no correlation between countries (�i! = �i�k = 0; 8 k 2 K),
the share of FDI going to country i, Zi, will be given by

Zi =
1

�2"i
[ �Ri �Rf ].

The term �Ri � Rf re�ects excess return over the risk-free rate of return, and
it can therefore be interpreted as the risk premium imposed on country i. Since

our empirical analysis will be based on a cross-section of countries we can set the

risk-free rate equal to zero without loss of generality. We can then simplify the

expression

Zi =
1

�2"i

�Ri =
�i
�2"i
, (8)

where �i is the expected rate of return to investment in country i, and �2"i is the

total risk of investing in country i (�2"i = �
2
i ). The result shows that FDI �ows are

driven by the risk-adjusted rate of return rather than return per se.

Scenario 2. In the presence of a common movement in returns due to a global
business cycle (�irk = 0 8; k 2 K), the single index model gives

Zi =
1

�2ei
[ �Ri �Rf � �i!C�!].

For a country to be held long, Zi > 0, we must require that C�! < ( �Ri�Rf )=�i!.
We can therefore interpret C�! as the global "cut-o¤ point". ( �Ri � Rf )=�i! is the
standardised global risk premium; i.e. the risk premium relative to country i�s
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contribution to global covariance risk (also called excess return to beta). Again,

we can rewrite the expression to get a more intuitive interpretation:

Zi =
�i
�2ei

+ (�! � C�!)
�i!
�2ei
, (9)

where �! is the global return, �2ei is the risk of investing in country i adjusted for

global covariance risk (�2ei = �
2
i ��2i!�2!), and �i! is the degree of global spillovers.

The �rst term is the risk-adjusted rate of return familiar from Scenario 1. The

second term re�ects the country-speci�c net e¤ect of global integration, which will

depend on the combined sign of (�! � C�!) and �i!. If the global return is higher
than the global cut-o¤ point, �! > C�!, there is a net bene�t of global integration

and the country therefore gains from being positively correlated with the global

index, �i! > 0.

Since the portfolio includes both countries that are positively and negatively

correlated with the world economy the investor gains from diversifying across coun-

tries. However, since countries are not perfectly correlated and since there is a

�nite number of developing countries (each MNE is typically only present in a

small number of countries) investors cannot diversify away all covariance risk.

Scenario 3. In the presence of both global and regional business cycle e¤ects,
the relevant regression is

Zi =
�i
�2ui

+ (�! � C�!)
�i!
�2ui

+
KX
k=1

(��k � C��k)Iik
�i�k
�2ui

, (10)

where �i�k is the degree of regional spillovers, C
�
�k
is the regional risk premium,

and �2ui is total risk adjusted for both global and regional risk components (�
2
ui
=

�2i � �2i!�2! �
PK

k=1 �
2
i�k
Iik�

2
�k
). By symmetry, if the regional return outweighs the

regional covariance risk (�i�k � C��k > 0), a country that is positively correlated

with the regional business cycle will bene�t from its regional location.

The investor experiences a second diversi�cation gain by investing in countries

that are positively as well as negatively correlated with the regional economy. Since

the regional return components are assumed to be uncorrelated once we control for

the common comovement due to the global business cycle, there is no additional

diversi�cation bene�t from diversifying across regions.
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4 Empirical Estimation

In this section we take the structural model of FDI to the data. In the most

elaborated case, return in country i at time t is

Rit = �it + �i!!t +
KX
k=1

�i�kIik� kt + uit. (11)

Since direct measures of the return to FDI in developing countries is not avail-

able, we follow the methodology in Sunesen (2006) to obtain the local, global and

regional return components as well as the relevant covariance and idiosyncratic

risk measures. We proxy return by growth in GDP per capita, git, and estimate

git = x
0
it� + "it, "it � IID(0; �2"i) (12)

where xit is a vector of slowly-moving growth determinants and "it is the growth

residual. The country-speci�c return, �i, can then be proxied by averaging x0it�̂

over time, and �2"i is interpreted as conditional risk (total risk adjusted for economic

fundamentals). To take out the global return component we estimate

"̂it = �i!!t + eit, eit � IID(0; �2ei) (13)

where !̂t can be identi�ed as the �rst principal component from a principal com-

ponents analysis (PCA) of "̂it, and �i! is the factor loading �
2
ei
is conditional risk

adjusted for global covariance risk. Averaging !t over time gives the global return

component, !. By symmetry, we adjust for regional spillovers by undertaking a

PCA of êit for each region individually and estimate

êit =
KX
k=1

�i�kIik� kt + uit, uit � IID(0; �2ui) (14)

where � kt is the �rst principal component and �i�k is the factor loading from the

PCA of region k.
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The great advantage of undertaking the PCA in two steps is the precise inter-

pretation and identi�cation of the principal components as capturing global and

regional spillovers. In addition, the methodology ensures that the crucial assump-

tions of the multi-index model are satis�ed: the covariance between the two indexes

is zero, the residual is uncorrelated with each index, and the covariance between

the residual i and the two indexes is zero. A remaining problem is that the corre-

lations between the regional indices are not zero by construction. However, since

we have already adjusted for the global factor, the problem is likely to be small.

In fact, the correlation between Latin America and Asia is 0.09, the correlation

between Latin America and Africa is 0.07, while the correlation between Africa

and Asia is 0.10. Given these relatively low numbers, we ignore these correlations

in our empirical estimation of the structural FDI relation.

4.1 Results

Before we turn to the regression results, it is informative to look at some partial

e¤ects. The �rst graph in Figure 1 shows the correlation between FDI and the

degree of global integration, �i!, for the 63 countries initially included in the sam-

ple. The positive relationship between the two variables indicates that the global

return component more than outweighs the risk premium imposed to compensate

for global covariance risk. China is a clear outlier and, as in the majority of em-

pirical FDI studies, China has been excluded from the sample due to its dominant

share of FDI into developing countries and Asia in particular. Not only has this

status been achieved in a relatively short period of time, see UNCTAD (1994), but

concerns have also been raised about the reported magnitude of FDI in�ows into

China. The World Bank (1996) reports that the overestimation may be more than

25% of annual FDI �ows.

The correlation between FDI and the degree of regional integration in Africa,

�i�AFR , depicted in the second graph is close to zero. In Asia, on the other hand,

the degree of regional integration, �i�ASIA, seems to be positively correlated with

FDI in�ows. The last graph shows that Brazil and Mexico are huge FDI recipients

compared with other Latin American countries, and their outlier status is con-

�rmed by the test for multiple outliers in multivariate data in Hadi (1992, 1994).
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Figure 1: E¤ects of Global and Regional Integration on FDI In�ows
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This �nding is probably not surprising considering the size of these countries as

well as their close ties with the United States, which makes them less dependent

upon global and regional markets.

We now turn to the regression analysis and we estimate the three cross-section

equations using Ordinary Least Square (OLS) for the sample of 60 countries.

Scenario 1: !i = c0
�̂i

�̂2"i
+ "i

Scenario 2: !i = c0
�̂i

�̂2ei
+ c1

�̂i!
�̂2ei

+ ei

Scenario 3: !i = c0
�̂i

�̂2ui
+ c1

�̂i!
�̂2ui

+ c2AFR
�̂i�AFR
�̂2ui

+ c3ASIA
�̂i�ASIA
�̂2ui

+ c4LAC
�̂i�LAC
�̂2ui

+ ui

While c0 re�ects the importance of the risk-adjusted rate of return (where the

de�nition of risk varies between the three scenarios), c1 re�ects the net bene�t of

global integration (�! � C�!), and c2 � c4 re�ect the net bene�t of being located
in Africa, Asia and Latin America (��k � C��k , where k = AFR; ASIA; LAC).

Results are reported in Table 1.8

Column 1 shows the regression results based on the traditional view that FDI

in�ows are driven by returns, �i. Country returns enter positively but insigni�cant

and the explanatory power is very low. In Column 2, countries are completely

independent and the only determinant of FDI is the risk-adjusted rate of return.

This variable turns out to be positive and insigni�cant and the explanatory power

remains very low. In Column 3 we adjust for global interdependence and we �nd

that there is a positive net bene�t of global integration

In Column 4 we see that the more precise de�nition of idiosyncratic risk once

we adjust for global and regional covariance risk means that the risk-adjusted rate

of return is clearly identi�ed and signi�cant. In addition to a positive net bene�t of

global integration, we �nd that there is a strong positive net gain of being located

in Asia whereas the African spillover e¤ect is lower and less signi�cant. The Latin

8A future version of this paper should take into account the fact that we use generated
regressors in the regression analysis. At this point in time it is unclear what the e¤ect on the
results will be. See Pagan (1984).
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Table 1: FDI Regressions (OLS estimation)
Unconditional Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Return 2.89 0.027 0.027 0.020**
[13] [0.03] [0.02] [0.008]

Global integration 0.11** 0.098**
[0.05] [0.04]

Asian integration 0.057***
[0.007]

Latin American integration 0.024
[0.02]

African integration 0.020*
[0.01]

Constant 0.60*** 0.57*** 0.42*** 0.34***
[0.1] [0.1] [0.1] [0.1]

Rsquared 0 0.07 0.18 0.51
Note: OLS regression including 60 countries (excluding China, Brazil and Mexico). The dependent variable is average net FDI inflows
from 19702000. Heteroscedastic consistent standard errors in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

American return factor, on the other hand, is exactly matched by the risk premium

required to compensate for regional covariance risk.

4.2 Endogeneity Problems

The methodology in Sunesen (2006) is based on the premise that GDP growth is

closely related to the return to investment and thus that growth is a main driver

of FDI. However, one needs to face the question of causality since fast growing

economies might also attract FDI �ows as MNEs search for new market and pro�t

opportunities. Although Hansen and Rand (2004) present empirical evidence of a

bidirectional relationship between FDI and growth in the short run and support

for a causal link from growth to FDI in the long run, we wish to make sure that

our results are robust against possible endogeneity problems.

We therefore use the two-stage least square estimator based on a set of instru-

ments that we expect to be highly correlated with the risk-adjusted rate of return

but uncorrelated with the error term. These instruments include the current ac-

count balance, external debt as a share of GDP, international reserves and the

Kaufmann et al. (2005) rule of law indicator. The �rst two variables are used

as indicators of government credibility and political stability since the presence of
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Table 2: FDI Regressions (2SLS estimation)
Unconditional Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Return 15.1 0.074* 0.060** 0.033*
[20] [0.04] [0.03] [0.02]

Global integration 0.12** 0.10***
[0.05] [0.03]

Asian integration 0.051***
[0.01]

Latin American integration 0.03
[0.02]

African integration 0.03
[0.02]

Constant 0.55*** 0.50*** 0.36*** 0.34***
[0.1] [0.1] [0.1] [0.1]

Rsquared 0.03 0.14 0.05 0.47
Number of countries 60 60 60 60
Hausman test 0.3029 0.1504 0.4419 0.9553
Sargan Hansen test 0.13 0.124 0.113 0.143
Anderson canonical corr. 0.0000083 0.03 0.024 0.0099
Cragg Donald Ftest 0.00000017 0.019 0.015 0.0049
AndersonRubin Ftest 0.096 0.096 0.15 0.17
AndersonRubin Chi 0.06 0.06 0.096 0.095
Note: 2SLS regression including 60 countries (excluding China, Brazil and Mexico). Return is instrumented with the current account
balance, external debt, international reserves and a law an order indicator. The dependent variable is average net FDI inflows from 1970
2000. Heteroscedastic consistent standard errors in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

such imbalances may weaken the availability of external credit and spur expecta-

tions of higher future tax liabilities. Also, the availability of large international

reserves re�ects a vital host economy and lessens the need for imposing capital

constraints on foreign investors. Finally, the strength and impartiality of the legal

system measures the quality of contract enforcement, the police and the courts, as

well as the likelihood of crime and violence. Results are reported in Table 2.

The Sargan Hansen test informs us that our instruments are valid, and the

Anderson canonical correlation test and the Cragg Donald F-test con�rm that we

have no problem with weak instruments. The Anderson-Rubin tests shows that

return is signi�cant in the regression. However, the Hausman tests con�rms the

Hansen and Rand (2004) �nding that growth drives FDI and not the opposite.

Hence, we can treat �i as exogenous in the regression and rely on our results in

Table 1.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper applies a simpli�ed version of the mean-variance portfolio model that

explicitly takes the interdependencies of alternative investment locations into ac-

count. The model predicts that FDI in�ows are driven by the risk-adjusted rate of

return but that one should be very careful in the applied de�nition of both return

and risk. First, in addition to the local return investors should also take the risk

premium required for bearing global and regional covariance risk into account in

their locational choice. Second, total risk should be adjusted for covariance risk

in order to get a more precise measure of idiosyncratic risk. In the most extended

model, we �nd that the investor diversi�es his portfolio in two ways: by investing

in countries that are positively as well as negatively correlated with the global busi-

ness cycle, and by investing in countries that are positively as well as negatively

correlated with the regional economy.

We test the implications of our structural model on the net �ow of FDI into

60 developing countries. We �nd that FDI in�ows are determined by the risk-

adjusted rate of return once we adjust for global and regional covariance risk, and

that there is a positive net bene�t of global integration. Also, we �nd that there

is a strong positive net gain of being located in Asia whereas the African spillover

e¤ect is lower and less signi�cant. The Latin American return factor, on the other

hand, is exactly matched by the risk premium required to compensate for regional

covariance risk.
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Tables and Figures

Figure A1. Distribution of Wealth

Africa Latin America         Asia

Natural capital (%)

Produced capital (%)

Intangible capital (%)

Source: World Bank (2005). Data is in per cent of total wealth. Natural capital is the sum of nonrenewable subsoil resources, forested areas and land
areas. Produced capital is the sum of equipment and machinery, structures and urban land. Intangible capital is calculated as the residual wealth and
includes mainly human capital, institutional quality and social capital.

Figure A2. Composition of Natural Capital Wealth

Africa Latin America          Asia

Subsoil assets

Timber resources

Nontimber forest
resources
Protected areas

Crop land

Pasture land

Source: World Bank (2005). Data is in per cent of total wealth. Subsoil assets include oil, natural gas, coal and mineral resources.

Figure A3. Distribution of Economic Activity

Africa Latin America Asia
Agriculture, hunting, forestry and
fishing
Mining, quarrying and utilities

Manufacturing

Construction

Wholesale, retail trade,
restaurants and hotels
Transport, storage and
communication
Other Activities

Source: Data is from the National Accounts Main Aggregates Database. Data is in per cent of natural capital wealth.
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